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Problem and Objective
• Model mismatch between real system and imperfect 

model jeopardize safety and security guarantees
• How to quantify and learn uncertainty using set-inclusion models?
• How to design learning-aided secure state estimator despite man-in-the-middle attacks?
• How to non-conservatively “robustify” safety control algorithms?

• Enable secure state estimators in the presence 
of set-valued uncertainties with run-time 
learning of attack models/strategies

• Develop safe-by-design control algorithms with 
attack-resilient output feedback designs with 
learning from run-time data

• Characterize various sources of uncertainties using 
inclusion models

Impact to Society
Application focus: : Self-driving cars
• Improving security and safety can save lives 

and ensure integrity of critical infrastructures
Broadly applicable methodology
• Can generalize to a broad class of CPS, e.g., 

power systems, medical devices 

Education and Outreach
• Graduate student researchers: Syed Hassaan, 

Mohammad Khajenejad,  Zeyuan Jin, Tarun Pati
• Broadening participation in computing and engineering 

plan targets undergraduate and graduate students at 
ASU/NU, especially first-generation students and 
includes engagement with industry.

Resilient State Estimation [5]:
• Designed interval observer for estimation of states and 

unknown inputs (with no known bounds or statistics).
• Leveraged system structure to cancel out the effects of 

the unknown inputs and utilized mixed-monotone 
decompositions to design a correct and stable observer.

Robust Data-Driven Control Barrier Functions [1]:
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ẋ = f(x) + g(x)u

[Taylor et al., 2021]

Method:

Mixed-Monotone Decomposition Functions:

Concave Bounding:

Dual LP:

Robust CBFs with Parametric 
Uncertainties [2]:

• Uncertainty-
dependent CBFs (e.g., 
time-to-collision 
constraint) are 
satisfied, while  
adaptive/robust 
approaches does not.

Tight Mixed-Monotone Decomposition 
Functions [3] and Interval Observers [4]:
• Designed a remainder-form mixed-monotone 

decomposition with the following properties:
• Applicable to non-smooth, semi-continuous functions 
• Tightest in the family (that includes Yang et al. 2019)
• Tractable/Computable in closed form.

• Leveraged mixed-
monotone embedding 
systems for interval 
observer designs for 
continuous- and discrete-
time and hybrid systems 
with known jumps.


